
HOW CAN THE ORGANIZATION RETAIN REPATRIATED

I realize there are many problems with expatriate/family repatriation back into the home country. However, I will limit the
discussion here to.

Pre-established metrics for monitoring and measuring performance during the assignment to successfully
transition to the next position upon repatriation Establishing other expectations for repatriation â€” e.
Returning expatriates returnees bring these things to the company: Ability to work and manage effectively in
other countries. Under-utilization of overseas experience: Many expatriate jobs are highly challenging and
very autonomous. What companies can do Companies can: Clarify objectives before the assignment as well as
how knowledge can be used and what kind of job will be targeted upon return. This, which costs little or
nothing, can create an additional level of support from the organization and help ensure continued, strong
relationships upon repatriation. They can also establish ongoing networking groups among expats and repats
and their families , which will further support those in global transition. In the right context, it can create a
competitive advantage â€” both for expatriates and the companies that employ them. It includes large
multinationals that have been sending expatriates overseas for years. School-age children also face challenges,
especially if transitioning from private expat schools back to home country public schools. Pre-Assignment
Planning Communication for term of the assignment Long term financial and tax planning Scheduled visits to
the home office at least annually Repatriation career planning â€” how the company will assimilate an
employee back into the business and utilize his or her newly acquired skills. Use the sponsor relationship to
focus on career advancement issues as well as to highlight accomplishments and results As part of repatriation
planning, take inventory of new skills gained during the assignment. Share With the rise of globalization,
international experience is becoming a critical asset for global companies. Compounding this is the pressure
on a trailing spouse to restart his or her career and quickly find appropriate employment. Ability to accelerate
the transfer of knowledge between countries. Appoint a key line executive as a sponsor for each expatriate.
Then they are surprised when that person leaves. Information about specific local markets and customers. Why
is this process so difficult So why is the repatriation process so difficult? They wonder if the assignment hurt
their career. It also allows the VP a chance to understand the challenges and accomplishments of the
expatriate.


